
 
 
 

To the respectable People of Russian Federation  
 
 

 
 
We were shocked killing Boris Nemtsov, who called for the unity of the Russian and Ukrainian 
... 
We have these four bullets 50 meters from the Kremlin wall in the back of the former Vice-
Speaker of the State Duma of Russia Boris Nemtsov make deep worry about the future of the 
Russian people in the Russian Federation and worldwide. 
It is difficult to convey the depth of our understanding of the savagery of the abyss where the 
rolls of Russian society in 2005 after the tragic death of the Governor of the Cossack village of 
Upper Obninsk Altai Territory Mikhail Evdokimov - Hope Russia in HH1 century and all the 
peoples of the Commonwealth of Independent States (http: // www.cic-
wsc.org/121%2017420%engl.pdf ). 
 
We deeply mourn with all the honest people of Russia, Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia and 
America have lost the high moral identity in the face of Boris Nemtsov, who selflessly fought for 
a better future of the people! 
  

We sincerely pray to GOD to take the soul of the honest, decent and brave man and give 
the soul peace and calm Boris ... 

 
 

 
On behalf of all members of the Civil International Committee of the Intellectual and Spiritual 

Unity, created to prepare world public opinion for the first World Congress of Spiritual Unity in 
New York. 

 
Chairman of the Civil International 

Committee I & D Unity 
Dr. Ernesto Garcia 

 
Vice- Chairman of the International Civil 

Committee I & D Unity 
Dr. Alexander Vasiljev 
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Порядочным Людям Российской Федерации 
 

Нас потрясло убийство Бориса Немцова, который призывал к единству русских и украинцев 
… 
Нас эти четыре пули в 50 метрах от Кремлёвской стены в спину бывшего Вице-спикера 
Государственной Думы России  Б.Немцова заставляют глубоко переживать за будущее 
русских людей в Российской Федерации и во всём Мире. 
Нам сложно передать глубину нашего понимания дикости бездны куда скатывается 
российское общество с 2005 г. после трагической гибели Казака-Губернатора из станицы 
Верхне-Обнинской Алтайского края Михаила Евдокимова – Надежды России в ХХ1 
столетии и всех народов Содружества Независимых государств (http://www.cic-
wsc.org/121%20174%20engl.pdf ). 
 
Мы глубоко скорбим со всеми честными людьми России, Европы, Азии, Африки, 
Австралии и Америки, потерявшим высоко моральную личность в лице Бориса Немцова, 
которая самоотверженно боролась за лучшее БУДУЩЕЕ Людей ! 
 
Мы искренне молим Господа принять Душу этого честного, порядочного и смелого 

Человека  и дать ДУШЕ Бориса мир и успокоение … 
 

От имени всех членов Гражданского международного Комитета Интеллектуального и 
Духовного Единения, созданного для подготовки мирового общественного мнения к 
проведению Первого Всемирного Конгресса Духовного Единения в Нью-Йорке. 

 
Председатель Гражданского международного 
Комитета И&Д Единения     
        Д-р Эрнесто Гарсия 
 
Зам. председателя Гражданского международного 
Комитета И&Д Единения     
        Д-р Александр Васильев 
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Wife and TO THE RELATIVES of Mikhail YEVDOKIMOVA 
To inhabitants of village Verh-OBSKIY of Altai Kray (Region) 

 



To citizens Of the Russian Federation 
LEGEND OF RUSSIA OF THE XXI CE NTURY: MEMORIES OF NATIONAL 

GOVERNOR And HOPE OF THE NATIONS OF THE COOPERATION OF THE 
INDEPENDENT STATES - MIKHAIL YEVDOKIMOVA 

 
In the Altai village Verh-Obskiy THE PEOPLE of Russia betrayed TO THE EARTH 

talented and most dear leader Mikhail Yevdokimova. His life was tragically broken on the second 
year of work by the Governor of Altai Kray the Russian Federation. 

This TRAGEDY of such scale, that if the entire world declared mourning and lowered a 
little national flags in all capitals of the terrestial Globe, then this it would be possible to estimate 
only as the beginning of our general REPENTANCE and RASKAIVANIYA. Indeed our 
CIVILIZATION it is inadmissibly rapid and absolutely bezal'ternativno it lost high(ly)-moral 
talented leader. 

In the hearts of ninety nine percent (99,9%) of the population of the states of collaboration 
(CIS), and this and the Ukraine, and Russia, and Belarusiya, and Kazakhstan, and Georgia, and 
Uzbekistan, and Azerbaijan, and Takzhikistan, and Turkmenistan, and Armenia, something 
trembled and sorrowful was pressed, when the information agencies brought news about the loss 
of our general hope - Mikhail Yevdokimova. And this is not exaggeration, since people, properly, 
was worn out with suffering in the entire territory of the former USSR, observing the convulsions 
of immoral management, their wild methods of the retention of authority and fight with 
"inakomysliyem" (against-think). 

This ancient earth as the Altai simply had to give hope for entire Eurasian SPACE, which 
is suffered with the consequences of the bezinitsiativnoy (out thinks) economy. 

Ukrainians even to Christmas of the Christ's (in the literature of West Europe of them are 
called by Ghetto -Dakami) perfectly well knew that the soul was immortal and in the East it is not 
possible to carry out boundaries - God there dwells. Probably, and therefore for us in the Ukraine 
is so close was close the personality of Mikhail Yevdokimov from village of Verh-Obskiy of 
Altayskiy Kray (Region). 

We were always mentally with Mikhail and when He went to the selections of the Governor 
of Altai Kray, and when altai's people gathered signatures for Him - they fought with the the 
custommade empichmentom of "meyestnykh legislators" (riot of "nazarchukovtsev" against the 
common sense), and when He has attained an improvement in the life for the people. And indeed 
He attained from 78 places on the standard of living of altai's people practically in one year they 
rose to 62. It is not necessary to be by prophet in order to foresee that renesans of morals and 
spirituality in Russia, which would head Mikhail Yevdokimov after election by President of the 
Russian  Federation, and He would be select by Russians practically unanimously (!). 

To him they would believe both in Georgia and in the Ukraine, and even in entire peace. 
Indeed actually He was the glubokonravstvennyy and believing person, and this those surrounding 
see well and feel. For Him was not necessary to force the hysteria of fear and uncertainty in order 
to attain attention in the international arena. 

We all this understand  well and realize the scales of our total loss, when the era of the 
realization of hopes is put aside for Russia for the indeterminate period. 

It is sour, but Mikhail Yevdokimov was terrible to obscurantists even with the completely 
"local association" of deputies. As to Him they did not give to work (!), after forcing ten times to 
replace his vice-Governor. And does not today be important for the inhabitants of the Altai who 
will be in the chapter of Kray (Region). 
            Already nothing it will change in the Verh-Obskiy either with Ishutine or during Kozlov's 
lifetime nor with Shabaline as in Russia during Putin's lifetime and his successors. Sequential drop 
in the hard times for the entire generations. 

We on the Earth do not have a right so to lose THE SALIENT PERSONALITIES, but if 
this  allow, then for this we will PAY by the years of repent, surmounting criminal "obstructions" 
and ruin in "own heads" and in own souls. 



But entire policy, when departs close person, is converted in nothing and it does not be 
desirable  even to think about it. We very well understand to the wife of Mikhail Yevdokimov and 
his relatives, since We themselves on 24 July lost close person to Olga Wladimirovnu Wasilievu, 
name of whom our INSTITUTE today was named. 

Therefore we request you to accept our most sincere and deepest condolences. Together 
with you we request GENTLEMEN to accept THE SOUL of prematurely deceased Mikhail. 

With the sincere and deep sympathy, We wrote this letter immediately after tragedy and 
did not become acquainted with the information in the newspapers and in the Internet. It is 
surprising, but our mood and estimations coincided with the mood and the estimations of people 
of close ones to Mikhail Yevdokimov. But, probably, so must be the Cossack- Goths proyavlyut 
themselves as high(ly)-moral people at the first opportunity. 

This all is considerably more serious than it seems We did not find in the newspapers of 
This all is considerably more serious than it seems. We did not find in the newspapers of 
information about Mikhail Yevdokimov's roots, but us does not leave sharp sensation, that Mikhail 
Yevdokimov is connected vitally with cossacks. Only today we everything learn, that the Altai 
was predominantly populated by the Cossack- Goths. They mastered this earth and there were they 
355 thousand people in 1931. Actually entire Siberia was populated by the Cossack-Goths. 
Therefore to Germans and to the descendants of Germans it was better to live in Barnaul than even 
European USSR. Therefore our close relative Helen Eduardovna Gartung (from Kiev) very heat-
recalls Barnaul and is proud of the books of the relatives of the writers, who remained in Barnaul. 

Them German roots did not prevent in the Altai from opening their creative abilities. Very 
interestingly - in descendants (Goths) for the Altai it was prepared in the hands in 2004-2005 real 
power of the state. And we everything were to this witnesses. History sets up very interesting 
experiments it before our eyes and indicates to us the methods of effective administrative solutions. 

Should we by all master historical lessons. Therefore not only it is necessary to name street 
in Barnaul the name of Mikhail Yevdokimov, but to do everything so that the future Presidents of 
the Russian Federation would begin their way only after they will visit Verh Obskiy of 
Smolenskiy's areal of the Altai Kray (Region). It would wish so that they would be connected with 
the blood bonds with Cossacks (Goths) - then, apparently, more rapidly arrives to Russia Europe. 

Valery Aleksandrovich Vasiljev, 
 

Director of the Institute Olga W. Wasilievoy-Catholik of economical and of the sociocultural 
researches, academician New York Academy of Sciences 

 
Aleksander Valerovich Vasiljev, 

 
Chairman of an academic council of the Institute Olga W. Wasilievoy-Catholik of the 

economical and sociocultural researches, academician New York Academy of Sciences 
 

http://www.cic-wsc.org/121%20174%20engl.pdf  
 
Secretary's Remarks: Murder of Boris Nemtsov 
02/27/2015 07:36 PM EST 

Murder of Boris Nemtsov 
Press Statement 
John Kerry 
Secretary of State 
Washington, DC 
February 27, 2015 

 



I am shocked and saddened to learn of the brutal murder of former Russian Deputy Prime Minister 
Boris Nemtsov in central Moscow. Boris Nemtsov committed his life to a more democratic, 
prosperous, open Russia, and to strong relationships between Russia and its neighbors and 
partners, including the United States. He served his country in many roles – in the federal 
government, in the parliament, as Governor of Nizhniy Novgorod, and as a political leader and 
activist. In every post, he sought to reform and open Russia, and to empower the Russian people 
to have a greater say in the life of their country. His absence will be deeply felt in Russia and 
around the world. The United States urges the Russian authorities to act expeditiously to 
investigate and bring to justice those responsible. Our thoughts are with the Russian people and 
with Mr. Nemtsov’s family and friends as we mourn his loss. 


